Junior Drawing Badge:
1. Find your favorite drawing tool, called a “medium”. Pick an object (i.e. an apple, a toy, your
water bottle, etc.) and draw it three times with three different mediums.
• You can pick any 3 drawing tools to test, but here are some ideas: pencil,
mechanical pencil, black pen, felt pen, colored pencils, crayon, skinny marker,
fat marker, sharpie, gel pen, etc.
2. Shading is a major part of drawing. Depending on the light, items appear lighter or darker.
Showing the darker areas is shading. Shading adds depth, and makes the picture look more real.
Practice shading with this Line Design (pictured below)!

Follow the directions here to make your own Line Design. Shade in by pushing harder on
your pencil/crayon on the edges, and shading lighter (pushing lighter) in the middle.
3. Practice perspective! How would an object look if you were a bug? Draw a picture showing what
a bug would see if they were looking at an object (i.e. a flower, grass, a sandwich, etc.). Fill your
entire paper, since a bug would see everything as SUPER HUGE.
4. Use your imagination like a graphic artist. A graphic artist’s job is to use art to communicate or
ideas in a visual form. Graphic artists typically work on a computer.
Try drawing like a graphic artist! Check out some examples online or in the newspaper of
cartoons, and then design your own cartoon. You can sketch out the details from head to toe,
and you can include any silly details you want—a talking dog, a funny hat, etc.
• For added fun write a comic strip starring your character!
5. Make a masterpiece, and show it off! Use the skills you learned to create a drawing, and we will
display your masterpiece in our virtual gallery.
***To complete this badge- email a photo your masterpiece to mmyers@girlscoutssoaz.org & we will
display it in our virtual gallery!
You can purchase Badges at our online store https://www.girlscoutshop.com/SOUTHERNARIZONACOUNCIL

